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*Affiliation* San Jose resident *Comment* The housing strategy (468 Billions) seem to be 
drafted by a group inexperienced and unfocused government employee, who does not have the right 
skill set or attitude to do a proper work (maybe WFH too much is causing this?). The drafter also seem 
to be oblivious and ignorant to the technological advances, happening in Bay Area, that may totally 
change the housing situation, therefore making this draft a total waste of tax dollar (just like 
sjpermits.org ‘s new crappy portal that anger almost everyone who is applying for building permit in 
San Jose). For example, 2050 is about THREE decades from now. How could the plan not taking the 
potential technological advances (of autonomous vehicles, communication,) into account? It seems 
the whole draft (a large file) is based on the voice from news media of CNN and certain activists 
(almost half a trillion is for the socialism agenda? Chinese have gone through that in 1949, for your 
reference.), instead of the holistic voice and analytical economic analysis from city of San Jose. Looking 
at the so-called “Economic Strategies” (basic income..), it basically calls for constant stimulus, which 
would trigger inflation as what is happening now. As an immigrant and also a San Jose resident, I can 
see why people are always unsatisfied with the officials from City of San Jose. Maybe the officials 
should first go through some basic training (economy 101, technology) before drafting a plan that is 
no better than my 5th grade daughter. [1] mailto: